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Operant conditioning of the spinal stretch reflex (SSR) or its

electrical analog, the H-reflex, is a valuable experimental

paradigm for studying the acquisition and maintenance of a

simple motor skill. The central nervous system (CNS) substrate

of this skill consists of brain and spinal cord plasticity that

operates as a hierarchy — the learning experience induces

plasticity in the brain that guides and maintains plasticity in the

spinal cord. This is apparent in the two components of

the skill acquisition: task-dependent adaptation, reflecting

brain plasticity; and long-term change, reflecting gradual

development of spinal plasticity. The inferior olive, cerebellum,

sensorimotor cortex, and corticospinal tract (CST) are essential

components of this hierarchy. The neuronal and synaptic

mechanisms of the spinal plasticity are under study. Because

acquisition of this skill changes the spinal cord, it can affect

other skills, such as locomotion. Thus, it enables investigation

of how the highly plastic spinal cord supports the acquisition

and maintenance of a broad repertoire of motor skills

throughout life. These studies have resulted in the negotiated

equilibrium model of spinal cord function, which reconciles the

spinal cord’s long-recognized reliability as the final common

pathway for behaviors with its recently recognized ongoing

plasticity. In accord with this model, appropriate H-reflex

conditioning in a person with spasticity due to an incomplete

spinal cord injury can trigger wider beneficial plasticity that

markedly improves walking. H-reflex operant conditioning

appears to provide a valuable new method for enhancing

functional recovery in people with spinal cord injury and

possibly other disorders as well.
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Introduction
Throughout life, humans acquire and maintain numerous

adaptive behaviors acquired through practice, commonly

referred to as skills [1]. The wide variety of skills and the

complex central nervous system (CNS) changes, or plas-
ticity, underlying them make their investigation a central

problem in basic and clinical neuroscience research.

For the past 35 years, operant conditioning of the spinal
stretch reflex (SSR) or its electrical analog the H-reflex has

provided a valuable experimental paradigm for investi-

gating skill acquisition and the plasticity induced by the

skill acquisition process (i.e. learning). In this brief

review, we introduce the SSR, the H-reflex, and the

operant conditioning protocol that can gradually increase

or decrease SSR or H-reflex size. We then highlight the

key contributions that this paradigm has made to our

understanding of the plasticity that underlies the acqui-

sition and maintenance of a simple motor skill. We go on

to review the insights it has provided as to how the spinal

cord supports the acquisition and maintenance of many

motor skills, and how these insights have led to the

negotiated equilibrium model of spinal cord function.

Finally, we discuss the use of spinal reflex operant con-

ditioning as a new therapeutic approach that can enhance

recovery of locomotion or other important skills for peo-

ple with spinal cord injury (SCI) or other neuromuscular

disorders.

The simplest behavior: the spinal stretch
reflex (SSR)
The SSR is the simplest behavior of the mammalian

CNS; it is produced primarily by a two-neuron one-

synapse pathway comprised of the Ia sensory afferent

fiber from the muscle, the spinal a-motoneuron that

activates the muscle, and the synapse between them

(Figure 1a) [2]. The knee-jerk reflex is probably the

best-known example of an SSR: a tap to the patellar

ligament stretches the quadriceps muscle and excites

its Ia afferents; they in turn excite its motoneurons and

thereby cause the muscle to contract.

It is also possible to excite the large Ia afferent fibers

directly by delivering a weak electrical stimulus to the

skin overlying the nerve. This elicits the H-reflex, an

electrical analog of the SSR [3��,4,5]. The weak stimu-

lus also excites a few of the largest efferent motor

fibers, leading to a direct muscle response, or M-wave.

The M-wave is a purely peripheral response; due to its

short pathway, it precedes the H-reflex (Figure 1b) [4].
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Figure 1
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(a) Main pathway of the spinal stretch reflex (SSR) and its electrical analog, the H-reflex. The pathway comprises the Ia afferent fiber from the

muscle spindle, its synapse on the a-motoneuron, and the a-motoneuron itself. When the afferent is excited, it excites motoneurons innervating

the muscle and its synergists. If it is excited by muscle stretch, the muscle response is the SSR; if it is excited by an electrical stimulus delivered

to the nerve, the response is the H-reflex. The SSR and the H-reflex are typically measured by electromyography (EMG). While their pathway is

entirely spinal, it is influenced by descending activity from the brain that affects the afferent synapse (presynaptically) and the motoneuron itself.

Through this influence and the plasticity it induces in the spinal cord, the brain can gradually modify these spinal reflexes to increase rewards

[11,46]. (b) Soleus EMG trace for a single trial, showing the stimulus artifact, the M-wave, and the H-reflex (modified from [13��]). (c) Experimental

setup for operant conditioning of the soleus H-reflex in human participants (based on experimental setups and figures in [9,12��,18��]). A pair of

recording electrodes measures EMG activity from the soleus muscle; a pair of stimulating electrodes behind the knee elicits the H-reflex. The

participant is asked to stand naturally and generate background EMG activity in the shaded range. After several seconds, a stimulus just above

M-wave threshold elicits the M-wave and the H-reflex. (The threshold M-wave, or direct muscle response, results from excitation of a few large

efferent fibers. Throughout the study, stimulus amplitude is continually adjusted to maintain the same M-wave size, thus ensuring that the effective

stimulus strength does not change over the baseline, conditioning, and follow-up sessions.) If H-reflex size falls in the shaded range, the bar is

green and the trial is a success; if it falls outside the range, the bar is red and the trial is not a success. The dashed horizontal line indicates the

participant’s average H-reflex size from the control trials at the beginning of each experimental session. This illustration shows a successful down-

conditioning trial; for up-conditioning the success range would be above a criterion.
Both the M-wave and H-reflex are usually measured by

recording electromyographic (EMG) activity from the

muscle.

A simple skill: operantly conditioned change
in SSR or H-reflex size
Animals and humans can modify the size of the SSR or H-

reflex when they are rewarded for doing so — that is,

through operant conditioning [6,7,8�,9–11] (reviewed in

[12��,13��]). The standard protocol consists of a sequence

of conditioning trials. During each trial, the participant

provides a specified level of background muscle activity,

the reflex is elicited, and a reward follows immediately if

the reflex (measured by EMG) satisfies a criterion value.

After �1000 trials, the reflex begins to change in the

rewarded direction; and the amount of change grows

gradually as conditioning trials continue over subsequent

days and weeks. This modified reflex is a simple motor
www.sciencedirect.com 
skill — an adaptive behavior acquired through practice

[1,14].

As an example, consider the up-conditioning or down-
conditioning of the H-reflex of the soleus muscle in

humans (experimental setup shown in Figure 1c) [9].

In the standard protocol, participants are asked to, firstly,

stand with a natural posture and secondly, generate a

stable level of soleus muscle activity (as measured by

EMG) for several seconds. If both requirements are

fulfilled, an H-reflex is elicited by a pulse of electrical

stimulation just above the threshold necessary to elicit an

M-wave. In the control mode, no feedback on H-reflex

size is provided. In the conditioning mode, visual feed-

back on H-reflex size is provided immediately: up-condi-

tioning participants are visually rewarded when their

H-reflex size is above a criterion; down-conditioning

participants are visually rewarded when their H-reflex
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2018, 20:138–144
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size is below a criterion. Over the course of several weeks

(three 1-hr sessions/wk), �80% of the participants change

their H-reflex size in the rewarded direction. In the other

�20%, the H-reflex does not change. Figure 2a shows the

course of H-reflex change in successful participants [9].

These participants acquire a new skill, a larger or smaller

H-reflex. Furthermore, the change in H-reflex size per-

sists for at least several months after conditioning ends

(Figure 2a, right-most data points from follow-up

sessions).

This simple motor skill can be acquired by monkeys

[11], mice [6], rats [7], and humans [8�,9]. It is possible to

operantly condition the SSR or H-reflex of arm [8�,11]
or leg muscles [9]. In both animals and humans,

the percentage of participants in whom operant condi-

tioning is successful is relatively consistent. In �80%

of participants the reflex changes in the rewarded direc-

tion, while in the remaining �20% the reflex does not

change.

It is generally not clear why conditioning fails to change

the H-reflex in some participants, although some limited

insights are available (e.g. [15]). Recent unpublished data

suggest that the success rate rises well above 80% as the

investigators’ skill in administering the conditioning pro-

tocol gradually improves (see [16]). One particularly

interesting observation is that, in rats in which condition-

ing fails (i.e. H-reflex size measured in the conditioning

protocol does not change), H-reflex size measured during

locomotion may nevertheless change [17]. From an

experimental perspective, animals in which the H-reflex

does not change are a useful control population; they help

in assessing whether a given anatomical or physiological

change underlies successful conditioning (see The plastic-
ity underlying this simple motor skill).

This simple skill — the acquisition of a larger or smaller

SSR or H-reflex in the absence of any change in posture or

in EMG activity (of the muscle that produces the reflex or

in other muscles) — differs from the rapid reflex modula-

tions associated with skills such as locomotion (e.g.

[18��]). In the latter instances, the rapid reflex modula-

tions are features of a complex skill (e.g. locomotion) that

has itself been acquired over a prolonged training period;

the rapid reflex modulations cannot be readily produced

in isolation from the complete skill.

The physical separation of the spinal cord from the brain

and their connection through experimentally accessible

tracts have made it possible to show that the simple skill

of a larger or smaller H-reflex depends on plasticity in

both structures. It has also made it possible to investigate

how plasticity in the brain and spinal cord interact to

produce a larger or smaller H-reflex. The key results of

studies over the past 35 years are summarized in the next

sections.
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2018, 20:138–144 
The two components of this simple motor skill
The acquisition of this simple motor skill has two distinct

components: firstly, a component (phase 1) that appears

early and remains the same thereafter (Figure 2b; task-
dependent adaptation); and secondly, a component (phase

2) that appears later and grows slowly thereafter

(Figure 2c; long-term change) [19]. In either biceps brachii

SSR conditioning in monkeys or soleus H-reflex condi-

tioning in humans, task-dependent adaptation appears

after about 1000 trials [9,19]. Once it appears, it remains

stable in magnitude and can be turned on and off at will;

that is, it is present only when the participant is trying to

change reflex size [9]. Thus, it functions in a manner

similar to that of the long-latency transcortical responses

to muscle stretch, which can also be turned on and off at

will [20,21]. Long-term SSR or H-reflex change, as its

name implies, takes longer to appear (e.g. 10–12 sessions

(�2500 trials) in humans) and continues to grow as the

training continues [9,19]. Once it appears, it is always

present; and, when the reward criterion is reversed, the

change reverses in the same gradual fashion [22].

The plasticity underlying this simple motor
skill
Animal and human studies indicate that the two com-

ponents of this simple motor skill — task-dependent

adaptation and long-term change — reflect plasticity in

the brain and the spinal cord, respectively [12��,13��].
Figure 3 summarizes our current knowledge of the brain

and spinal cord structures involved in the acquisition and

maintenance of this simple skill.

This brain and spinal plasticity appears to operate as a

hierarchy in which the plasticity in the brain guides and

maintains the plasticity in the spinal cord [13��,23�]. The

current hypothesis [24] is that the reward contingency

generates inferior olive output [23�,24] that produces

cerebellar plasticity [25,26] that produces sensorimotor

cortex plasticity [27] that produces corticospinal tract

(CST) activity [28–30] that is responsible for task-depen-

dent adaptation. Thus, plasticity in the brain is responsi-

ble for task-dependent adaptation in H-reflex size. The

continued presence of this CST influence over subse-

quent days and weeks is thought to gradually change the

spinal cord. This spinal cord plasticity is responsible for

the long-term change in reflex size.

The plasticity in the spinal cord includes changes in

motoneurons and interneurons within the spinal cord;

these changes and their mechanisms are just beginning

to be identified. In down-conditioned monkeys, for exam-

ple, a positive shift in the firing threshold of soleus

motoneurons largely accounts for the smaller H-reflex

[31,32], as well as for the accompanying drop in moto-

neuron axonal conduction velocity (which is also found in

down-conditioned rats [33]). These changes in firing

threshold and conduction velocity do not occur in animals
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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Operant conditioning of the human soleus H-reflex. Data and method are from [9]. There were 3 stages (each with multiple sessions) to the

protocol: baseline (6 sessions), conditioning (24 sessions), and follow-up (4 sessions). Baseline and conditioning sessions were usually scheduled

three times a week for ten weeks. Follow-up sessions occurred 10–14 days, one month, two months, and three months after the final conditioning

session. During each conditioning or follow-up session, the participant first completed a set of 20 control trials without instruction to change H-

reflex size or being provided feedback on H-reflex size. S/he then completed three 75-trial blocks of conditioning trials in which s/he was asked to

increase (or decrease) H-reflex size and was provided with feedback immediately after each trial indicating whether H-reflex size met the size

criterion (Fig. 1c). (a) Total impact of the conditioning protocol on H-reflex size. Average H-reflex size for conditioning trials during each session

(with standard error bars) for all successful up-conditioning participants (upward triangles) and down-conditioning participants (downward

triangles) over the three stages of the study. The two components of skill acquisition are shown in b and c. (b) Task-dependent adaptation

appears early and remains the same thereafter. It was separated from long-term change in H-reflex size by subtracting average H-reflex size for

the control trials at the beginning of the session (i.e. (c)) from average H-reflex size for the conditioning trials of the session (i.e. (a)). Thus, it

indicates the change in reflex size that the participant learns to produce immediately when s/he is asked to do so. This learning occurs over the

first few conditioning sessions (i.e. over the first �1000 conditioning trials). (c) Long-term change begins later and grows gradually thereafter. It is

indicated by the average H-reflex size for the control trials of each session.

The figure is simplified from [9], which has full details.
in which down-conditioning fails, implying that the

threshold change underlies the smaller H-reflex. While

the CST appears to convey the critical influence from the

brain to the motoneurons that leads to the change in

conduction velocity [28–30], it does not synapse directly

on rat soleus motoneurons [34]; thus, its impact on the
www.sciencedirect.com 
motoneurons is produced through one or more spinal

interneurons. In rats, successful H-reflex down-condition-

ing is accompanied by increases in the number of identi-

fiable GABAergic interneurons in the ventral horn and in

the number of identifiable GABAergic terminals on

soleus motoneurons [35,36]. In rats in which H-reflex
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2018, 20:138–144
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Figure 3
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Brain and spinal cord structures (including spinal interneurons (IN))

involved in H-reflex operant conditioning and the connections between

them. The pink ellipses indicate sites of plasticity in the spinal cord.

The striped pink ellipses indicate putative sites of plasticity in the brain

[26]. As described in the text, this multi-site plasticity is believed to

function as a hierarchy in which the plasticity in the brain induces and

maintains the plasticity in the spinal cord.

Figure modified and updated from [39�,13��].
down-conditioning fails, these changes do not occur;

this suggests that GABAergic interneurons and terminals

may convey the critical CST influence to the motoneur-

ons. At present, there is less information concerning the

possible mechanisms of up-conditioning. Up-condition-

ing and down-conditioning are not simply mirror images

of each other; they appear to depend on different

mechanisms.
Figure 4

Before
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Down-conditioning of the soleus H-reflex improves step-cycle symmetry in 

The figure shows successive step cycles before and after down-conditionin

the leg in which the soleus H-reflex was down-conditioned). The filled footp

the steps of the impaired leg should occur (i.e. midway between the steps o

impaired leg are delayed; thus, the subject is limping. After H-reflex down-c

Modified from [18��].
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The negotiated equilibrium model of spinal
cord function
The growing evidence that the spinal cord changes

throughout life indicates that the 19th-century model

of a hard-wired spinal cord is no longer adequate. A

new model is needed that reconciles the recently appre-

ciated plasticity of the spinal cord with its long-recog-

nized role as the final common pathway for motor beha-

viors. This need has provided the impetus for the

negotiated equilibrium model of spinal cord function

[3��,12��,13��,37��,38].

According to this new model, the substrate of each motor

behavior comprises brain and spinal plasticity: the plas-

ticity in the brain induces and maintains the plasticity in

the spinal cord (Figure 3, top). As each behavior occurs,

deviations from its key features (e.g. right/left symmetry

in step-cycle timing and hip height during locomotion)

guide corrective changes in its substrate. All motor beha-

viors undergo this process concurrently. The aggregate

process is a negotiation among the behaviors; they nego-

tiate the properties of the spinal neurons and synapses

that they all use. The ongoing negotiation maintains the

spinal cord in an equilibrium that serves all the behaviors

in the individual’s repertoire. When a new behavior

expands the negotiation; compensatory plasticity pre-

serves the key features of old behaviors. The new equi-

librium serves all the behaviors in the expanded

repertoire.

For example, when the new behavior of a larger or smaller

H-reflex changes the spinal pathway of the reflex, it

affects the kinematic and EMG details of locomotion

[17,39�]. At the same time, compensatory changes in

other pathways preserve the key features of locomotion

(e.g. right/left symmetry in step-cycle timing and hip

height) [37��,40]. This compensation is guided by the

feedback the brain receives on the locomotor impact of

the plasticity underlying the new behavior [37��].
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 

a person with spasticity due to chronic incomplete spinal cord injury.

g. The open footprint shows the steps of the more impaired leg (i.e.

rint shows the steps of the other leg. The shaded areas indicate where

f the other leg). Before H-reflex down-conditioning, the steps of the

onditioning, the steps occur on time; the limp is not evident.

www.sciencedirect.com
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When a spinal cord injury has already impaired locomo-

tion, the same impetus for compensatory plasticity is not

present because locomotion is already abnormal. In this

situation, appropriate H-reflex conditioning can actually

improve locomotion [18��,41–43].

Therapeutic use of this simple motor skill
The benefit of H-reflex conditioning for those with spinal

cord injuries has been demonstrated in both rats and

humans. In rats in which transection of the right lateral

column of the spinal cord weakened the right soleus

locomotor burst and produced a limp, up-conditioning

of the right soleus H-reflex strengthened the burst and

eliminated the limp [44]. Similarly, in humans in whom a

partial spinal cord injury caused spasticity (i.e. exagger-

ated reflexes) that impaired locomotion, down-condition-

ing of the soleus H-reflex in the more impaired leg

increased walking speed and reduced limping (Figure 4)

[18��]. Furthermore, by targeting beneficial plasticity to

an important spinal pathway and joining the ongoing

negotiation among behaviors, appropriate H-reflex con-

ditioning leads to wider plasticity that improves locomo-

tor function in the muscles of both legs [18��].

These exciting results suggest that reflex operant condi-

tioning protocols can provide an important new therapeu-

tic approach. The unique specificity of this approach

(it can target a specific spinal pathway and strengthen

or weaken it as needed to address the functional

impairment) and its ability to trigger wider beneficial

plasticity suggest that it could complement conventional

therapies and thereby improve functional recovery for

people with spinal cord or brain injury, stroke, peripheral

nerve injuries, or other chronic neuromuscular disorders

[12��,45].

Conclusions
Operant conditioning of the SSR or H-reflex provides a

valuable experimental paradigm for investigating the

acquisition and maintenance of a simple skill. The

CNS substrate of this skill comprises plasticity in the

brain and spinal cord that functions as a hierarchy — the

learning experience creates the plasticity in the brain that

in turn guides and maintains the plasticity in the spinal

cord. This is apparent in the two components of the skill

acquisition: task-dependent adaptation, which reflects

brain plasticity; and long-term change, which reflects

the gradual development of spinal plasticity. The inferior

olive, cerebellum, sensorimotor cortex, and CST are

essential components of this hierarchy. The spinal neu-

ronal and synaptic mechanisms of the skill are under

study. Because this skill changes the spinal cord, it affects

other skills, such as locomotion. Thus, by enabling inves-

tigation of how the highly plastic spinal cord acquires and

maintains a broad repertoire of motor skills throughout

life, this simple skill has helped lead to the formulation of

the negotiated equilibrium model of spinal cord function,
www.sciencedirect.com 
which replaces the obsolete 19th-century model of a hard-

wired spinal cord. In accord with this new model, appro-

priate H-reflex conditioning constitutes a new therapeu-

tic approach that can enhance recovery of function in

people after spinal cord injury.
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